
Applying Goals and Cases to Business Decision MakingStephen SladeInformation Systems DepartmentStern School of BusinessNew York University44 West 4th StreetNew York, NY 10012-1126sslade@stern.nyu.eduAbstractWe are developing arti�cial intelligence pro-grams that incorporate goal-based and case-basedreasoning to simulate decision making in a vari-ety of business domains. In this paper, we �rstprovide a summary introduction to our past work.We contrast our general approach with traditionaldecision analysis and utility theory. We providebrief descriptions of three current projects.IntroductionOur research has focussed on the task of decisionmaking by modelling human cognitive behavior. Ourprograms explicitly represent goals and relationships.This requirement was proposed initially in our descrip-tion of an advisory system.It is critical that the program examine a problemin the particular context of the present client. Theprogram has to know about the client's goals andneeds; what speci�c rami�cations each alternativemay have for the client; how the decision mighta�ect the client's employees, owners, competitors,customers, and suppliers; and what priorities theclient places on these possible e�ects. [Schank andSlade, 1984, page 251]A description of past work is found in [Slade, 1992b;Slade, 1993]. Speci�c aspects of our research includethe following.� Qualitative reasoning [Slade, 1991e].� Interpersonal relationships [Slade, 1990].� Case-based reasoning [Slade, 1991a; Slade, 1991b].� Decision strategies [Slade, 1991d].� Natural language generation [Slade, 1991c].� Explanation of decisions [Slade, 1992a].

We incorporated these features into the VOTE pro-gram, which simulated the roll call voting decisionmaking of members of the United States House ofRepresentatives. Given a member of Congress and aspeci�c bill, VOTE would try to determine how thatmember would vote and then produce a natural lan-guage explanation of the resulting decision in Englishor French.Below is an example of the VOTE program simulat-ing Congressman Morris Udall voting on a bill banningthe desecration of the American ag.> (vote 'udall 'hr-2978)* Member: Morris K. Udall* Bill: Flag Desecration* Bill banning the desecration of the flag.| omitting intermediate output |* English rationale:Morris K. Udall votes against bill HR-2978, theag desecration bill. After weighing the implica-tions, he believes that provisions of this bill are notconstitutional. He completely supports the UnitedStates Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Udallreadily endorses the right of freedom of speech.Even so, Udall realizes that members of the Demo-cratic party oppose the right of burning the Amer-ican ag in protest.* French rationale:Morris K. Udall s'oppose au projet de loi HR-2978,la loi de la profanation du drapeau. Apr�es uneconsid�eration approfondie, il croit que les dispo-sitions de ce projet de loi ne sont pas constitu-tionelles. Il est un champion de la Constitutionam�ericaine et de la d�eclaration des Droits. Udalld�esire vivement appuyer le droit de libre expres-sion. Cependant, Udall comprend que les mem-bres du parti D�emocratique s'opposent au fait de



brûler le drapeau am�ericain lors d'une manifesta-tion.The natural language explanation above is notcanned text, but is generated automatically by VOTE.Similarly, the French text is not simply a translation ofthe English text, but is generated from the underlyingknowledge representations.The VOTE model of decision making was tested inthe domain of Congressional roll call voting. How-ever, there are many parallels between political deci-sion making and business decision making. Both do-mains share the following attributes.� Abundance of goals: numerous objectives whichcannot all be satis�ed.� Limited resources: scarce resources lead to con-icts among goals.� Relationships: a multitude of other agents throughwhich additional goals are adopted.� Cases and experience: a history of past decisionsthat might bear on the current choice.� Explanations: a need to explain or justify the deci-sion, particularly to other agents for whom the out-come may have adverse consequences.We shall next contrast our descriptive, qualitativedecision model with traditional prescriptive decisionanalysis. Then we shall briey describe three ongo-ing projects at New York University which apply theVOTE decision making method to business problems.Prescriptive Decision ModelsAs Abelson and Levi (1985) have observed, there is abasic dichotomy in the decision making literature be-tween prescriptive and descriptive models. Prescrip-tive or normative models focus on how people shouldmake decisions, while descriptive theories explore howpeople do make decisions. The greater the observeddi�erence between the two approaches, the greater thequestions raised about human rationality. That is, ifpeople's observed behavior is markedly di�erent fromoptimal behavior, then we must question the assump-tion of rational thought.We view prescriptive theories as top-down models,in which a formal reasoning paradigm is applied di-rectly to decision making problems. The goal is toarrive at a correct or optimal outcome. The result-ing model usually requires signi�cant assumptions toachieve compatibility with the formal theory.

By contrast, descriptive theories can be viewed asbottom-up models, in which the data de�ne the sig-ni�cant features and dimensions of the model. Theresulting theory is derived to match the data.We consider the di�erent approaches, prescriptiveversus descriptive, as not simply a dichotomy, but asa dialectic. That is, decision making theories developin relationship and in response to other theories.Economics has been the main �eld concerned withdecision making. One signi�cant dimension for deci-sion making is the certainty of outcomes. Decisiontheory distinguishes among certainty, risk, and uncer-tainty as follows [Luce and Rai�a, 1957].� Certainty. If the consequences of a decision areknown with certainty, then the decision problem be-comes one of direct optimization. The methods oflinear programming and operations research are ap-propriate for such problems. Airline scheduling orproduction planning are examples of decision mak-ing under certainty.� Risk. Some decisions have indeterminate outcomesthat nonetheless have known probabilities. Most lot-teries and casino gambling games have known risks{ speci�c probabilities and payo�s. The expectedvalue method from decision analysis is e�ective forthese domains.� Uncertainty. In many real world domains, the de-cision maker lacks accurate assessments of both theprobabilities of success and the payo�s. That is, theagent is uncertain not merely of the outcome, but ofthe actual likelihood of a possible outcome and theactual value of the outcome.The methods of decision making under risk may beapplied to decision making under uncertainty, but relyon estimates of probabilities and payo�s. The �eld ofdecision analysis [Rai�a, 1968] provides a prescriptivemathematical foundation for selecting among alterna-tives. The theory rests on assumptions of quantitativemeasures for both preference and uncertainty. Pref-erences for di�erent outcomes are assigned numericalutility values, and judgments about uncertainties aregiven numerical probabilities.Decision theory has been applied to a variety of AIproblems, including projecting future events in plan-ning [Hanks, 1990], and advisory systems in the do-main of genetic counseling [Holtzman, 1989].The applicability of decision theory depends on theaccuracy of the probability and payo� estimates. Inmany cases, payo�s cannot be measured on a uni-form scale, such as money. In such cases, the mod-els must reect the trade-o�s which the agent is



willing to make among di�erent types of outcomes.Multi-attribute decision models [Rennels et al., 1987;Keeney and Rai�a, 1976] provide a framework for an-alyzing such decisions.The mathematical basis of decision theory requiresquantitative measures for payo�s. Economics, by itsvery nature, tends to focus on money. However,economists have recognized that the outcomes of manydecisions cannot be reduced to monetary values. Theyhave then postulated the notion of utility to accountfor such decisions. Utility theory makes a number ofassumptions [Luce and Rai�a, 1957], including the fol-lowing.� Transitivity. If A is preferred to B, and B is preferredto C, then A is preferred to C. Indi�erence is likewisetransitive.� Monotonicity. If an agent prefers A, and likewiseprefers a choice having probability P (A) over achoice with P 0(A), then P (A) > P 0(A).These properties are nicely met by numbers, andmany economists readily and willingly assume thatnumbers provide the best means for measuring the util-ity of outcomes. However, utility theory does not, infact, require the use of numbers, as pointed out byLuce and Rai�a.One may contend that introducing numbersdoes no harm, that they summarize the ordinaldata in a compact way, and that they are mathe-matically convenient to manipulate. But, in part,their very manipulative convenience is a source oftrouble, for one must develop an almost inhumanself-control not to read into these numbers thoseproperties which numbers usually enjoy. For ex-ample, one must keep in mind that it is mean-ingless to add two together or to compare magni-tudes of di�erence between them. If they are usedas indices in the way we have described, then theonly meaningful numerical property is order. Wemay compare two indices and ask which is larger,but we may not add or multiply them. [Luce andRai�a, 1957, page 16]The VOTE program complies with this ordinality re-quirement. VOTE ranks goals and relationships usingsimple ordinal values of A, B, and C. We could havechosen to use numbers instead, but we felt that the se-mantics of numbers was too strong. We did not wantto �nd ourselves adding or multiplying or averaginglevels of importance. Our usage is therefore consistentwith the precepts of utility theory.We further note that the standard model of decisionmaking relies on weights and evaluation functions for

calculating an optimal decision. For example, assumewe use a 10 point scale, in which 10 is good and 0 isbad. If one choice involves two equally likely outcomes,we can see that an expected value of 5 could result froma number of di�erent sets of values for the respectivebranches, such as the following.[5, 5], [4, 6], [1, 9], [0, 10]Each of these alternatives has the same expectedvalue, but they di�er considerably in their variance.The expected value masks the degree of consensusin the underlying choice components. The derivedweights do not distinguish between conict and in-di�erence. By relying on symbolic ordinal values, wereduce the opportunity for averaging away signi�cantinformation, while adhering to the ordinality require-ment of utility theory.However, VOTE does not enforce the transitivityrequirement of utility theory. There is no requirementthat a member's stances be consistent. Psychologistsusing factor analysis and conjoint analysis to measureutilities often observe inconsistent utility functions.For example, a subject's responses may suggest botha > b > candc > aOften, such results are thrown out as experimentalerror, with the assumption that the subject had notproperly understood the directions. Luce and Rai�adiscuss this issue.Reported preferences [by experimental sub-jects] almost never satisfy the axioms, e.g., thereare usually intransitivities. Furthermore, if thesame pair is o�ered several times, then in somecases the subject will not be consistent in his re-ports. One cannot expect the data to �t themodel perfectly, but how does one determinewhich model they �t most closely and how doesone measure how good the agreement is? . . . Ev-ery indication now is that the utility model, andpossibly therefore the game model, will have to bemade more complicated if experimental data areto be handled adequately. [Luce and Rai�a, 1957]Goal-based decision theory does not require consis-tency. VOTE's database of members of Congress con-tains examples of inconsistent stances. We suggest thatthe goal-based model begins to address some of theproblems associated with empirical application of util-ity theory.Another problem with utility theory is the questionof analyzing the consequences of an action. The AIproblem of controlling inference arises when predictinga chain of events following a decision. How far should



one follow the chain when evaluating alternative out-comes?Stone (1988) discusses this problem of valuing intan-gible outcomes in the context of a cost-bene�t analysisfor a public health decision.A child vaccination program, for example, canbe made to appear highly cost-e�ective if onecounts as a bene�t the number of lives saved,and values each life as a person's expected lifetimeearnings. But now, count as part of the program'scosts all the future medical expenses of the peo-ple \saved," and the program appears to save lessmoney. Add in their children's schooling and med-ical care costs | children they would not have hadif they had died without the vaccine | and thesebene�ciaries of our policy become burdens on thepublic treasury. Now, count as bene�ts of the vac-cination program the taxes paid by the people werescued and the program begins to look better;add their children's taxes and it looks better still.Why not go to the next generation, including inthe analysis the costs and bene�ts to society theygenerate? And why not include psychic conse-quences, such as the security of knowing you andyour loved ones are protected? Or tilt the otherway, and include the insecurity of worrying thatyou or a loved one might be the rarity who actuallycatches the fatal disease from the vaccine? For thecreative mind, the possibilities are endless. [Stone,1988, page 203]We observe that the prescriptive methods of decisionanalysis are mathematically precise, but for many realworld domains lack principled ways of estimating theprobabilities and payo�s of outcomes.Qualitative Securities AnalysisWe now turn to current applications of goal-based andcase-based reasoning to business domains.We are working with Raghav Madhavan to develop aprogram, SAP, that simulates the behavior of a securi-ties analyst [Madhavan, 1993]. In VOTE, the programwas told to simulate a given member of Congress votingon a particular bill, and to provide a natural languageexplanation justifying the decision.SAP simulates a speci�c securities analyst's recom-mendation on a given stock based on a new piece ofinformation, and provides a natural language explana-tion for the recommendation.The recommendation is either BUY, SELL, orHOLD. The new information might be an earnings re-port or news such as the resolution of some contingentliability, like the settlement of a law suit.

Unlike VOTE, SAP models not only the analyst'sgoals, but also her beliefs. For example, suppose thatthe news is that company X's earnings will be $1.50per share. Is this considered good news or bad?For analyst A, who had predicted earnings of $1 pershare, this is good news, and she might upgrade herrecommendation for company X.By contrast, if analyst B had predicted earnings of$2 per share, then the news is bad, and the recommen-dation might need to be downgraded.We note that a regular truth maintenance sys-tem [Doyle, 1979] may not be appropriate in this do-main since the program will likely contain many in-consistent beliefs. By comparison, every member inthe VOTE program possessed conicting goals. Therewere always issues for which a given member could �ndreasons for either supporting or opposing.These programs permit the representation of con-icting goals and beliefs. The programs are not consis-tent, in the logical sense. We believe this is a strengthof our approach. Real life, especially in business, isinconsistent.Explanation-based Project SelectionWith Henry Lucas and Michael Fish, we are developinga program to simulate the project selection decision,particularly applied to the acquisition of informationtechnology.Traditional capital budgeting paradigms, such as netpresent value, pay-back period, or return on invest-ment, often prove inadequate when used to evaluateinvestment in new technology. This is in part due tothe di�culty in identifying all the costs and bene�tsassociated with new technology.When a manufacturer builds a new plant, he has agood idea what costs he will incur for construction,�nancing, new equipment, and training because he orhis company has likely gone through this experiencebefore. Similarly, he can identify the bene�ts in termsof increased production e�ciency, lower marginal costs,and increased product quality.However, investment in high technology di�ers fromtraditional capital budgeting problems in that there isoften little relevant prior experience. When a companybuys a local area network or replaces its mainframewith a client-server architecture, chances are, this is a�rst-time venture. Thus, it is impossible to evaluatethis option based on a previous case, since there is noprevious case. Furthermore, given the rapid pace oftechnological development, investment in new technol-ogy may never be based explicitly on prior experience.Typically, investment in information technology isjusti�ed based on tangible assessments, such as head-



count reduction, and intangible estimates, such as in-creased productivity or product quality. We have iden-ti�ed dozens of standard justi�cations, some of whichare listed below.� keep up with the competition.� lower marginal product cost.� leverage previous technology investments.� increase capacity and exibility.� reduce future costs of not investing.� change organizational structure.� meet customers' requirements.� comply with regulatory requirements.� centralize decision making.� decentralize decision making.� enhance coordination.� reduce uncertainty and risk.These types of justi�cations may not map directlyinto net present value calculations. We are developinga case-based reasoning system that will evaluate tech-nology investment decisions based on knowledge of acompany's goals and resources, and a library of pastcases, indexed by the appropriate types of goals andjusti�cations. The cases will include standard businessschool cases as well as cases from news stories and othersources.Through an interactive process, the system will helpthe user identify and understand the possible costs andbene�ts associated with a given technology investmentdecision.Case-based reasoning for the casemethodWith Ken Laudon, we are developing a case-based rea-soning tool to be used by MBA students preparingbusiness cases. The case method is a pervasive ped-agogical �xture in business schools. In a typical twoyear program, an MBA student may prepare up to 600cases.However, most case preparation focusses on a givenbusiness problem in isolation. That is, the case looksat company X and its history with little regard to thechoices made by other companies in similar situations.We are applying case-based reasoning to the casemethod by providing a case explorer tool that will serve

as a repository of business cases with a rich set of in-dices. The student analyzing the problems of companyX could use the case explorer tool to �nd other compa-nies, perhaps in other industries, which faced similardecisions.The tool could help the student develop explicit case-based reasoning skills. It would make it easier for stu-dents to argue from cases, rather than simply analyzingcases. Most case analysis is focused on issues in a sin-gle case, not on bringing out issues from other cases.In the real world, decisions often hinge on the degreeto which one can �nd the best precedent or previouscase on which to base a new decision. The initial setof cases is drawn from a textbook on information tech-nology [Laudon and Laudon, 1991].The case explorer implements the CBR paradigmexplicitly as a decision making paradigm. Studentswould be taught the following.1. Identify indices for the new case.2. Retrieve similar cases from case library.3. Adapt the features of the previous cases for the newproblem.4. Test the new solution.5. If success, add to case library.6. If failure, explain failure and cycle again.By decomposing the process, we can teach studentsto be more critical and objective in their analysis. Wealso plan to integrate the VOTE program with thecase explorer to permit VOTE to simulate the decisionmaking problem posed in the case.There are many important types of features thatmay be used as indices for the cases.� Industry type: manufacturing, transportation, �-nancial services, information technology.� Sector: public, private, non-pro�t.� Level of decisionmaker: ceo, division head, man-ager, consultant.� Players: employees, customers, competitors, ven-dors, distributors, regulators.� Functional unit: headquarters, manufacturing,marketing, �nance, accounting.� Type of decision: investment, technology, market-ing, human resources, product design.



� Industry position: market share leader, nicheplayer, low price producer, technology leader, start-up.� Strategies: right sizing, customer driven, totalquality, reduce cycle time, global expansion.� Economic goals: net present value, return on in-vestment, stock price, earnings.Part of the analysis is determining which features aresalient in a given case. In turn, that will inuence whatprior cases are retrieved from the case library.The technology investment advisor described in theprevious section can be seen as a focussed subset of thecase explorer system. The utility of the case explorerwill increase as the number of cases grows. At somepoint, it may begin to resemble the advisory systemsdescribed in [Schank and Slade, 1984].Software AvailabilityVOTE and Case Explorer are not commercial prod-ucts. They are research tools. In the interest of ex-ploring other decision making domains, the author willmake these programs available without charge to otherresearchers via ftp. VOTE is available in both T [Slade,1987] and Common LISP versions. A prototype CaseExplorer is available as a suite of HyperCard stacks.Interested researchers should contact the author fordetails and current distribution information.ConclusionWe have developed methods for the explicit repre-sentation of goals, relationships, experience, explana-tion, and the process of decision making. Our ap-proach is a qualitative, descriptive alternative to tra-ditional prescriptive decision theory. We are now ap-plying these representational techniques to the speci�cbusiness decision making tasks of qualitative securi-ties analysis, explanation-based project selection, andcase-based reasoning for the case method.ReferencesAbelson, R.A. and Levi, A. 1985. Decision makingand decision theory. In The Handbook of Social Psy-chology. Random House, New York. chapter 5, 231{309. Third Edition.Doyle, J. 1979. A truth maintenance system. Arti�-cial Intelligence 12:231{272.Hanks, S.J. 1990. Projecting Plans for UncertainWorlds. Ph.D. Dissertation, Yale University.Holtzman, S. 1989. Intelligent Decision Systems.Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA.
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